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ABSTRACT
This paper examines how people's trust and dependence on robot teammates providing decision support varies as a function of different attributes of the robot, such as perceived anthropomorphism, type of support provided by the robot, and its physical presence. We conduct a mixed-design user study with multiple robots to investigate trust, inappropriate reliance, and compliance measures in the context of a time-constrained game. We also examine how the effect of human accountability addresses errors due to over-compliance in the context of human robot interaction (HRI). This study is novel as it involves examining multiple attributes at once, thus enabling us to perform multi-way comparisons between different attributes on trust and compliance with the agent. Results from the 4x4x2x2 study show that behavior and anthropomorphism of the agent are the most significant factors in predicting the trust and compliance with the robot. Furthermore, adding a coalition-building preface, where the agent provides context to why it might make errors while giving advice, leads to an increase in trust for specific behaviors of the agent.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; • Computer systems organization → Robotics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interaction between humans and machines has significantly increased over the last few decades, owing to the rising demands of the growing population and the relative capabilities of robots and artificial intelligence. As machines become increasingly autonomous, the role of a human operator has metamorphosed from that of a primary controller to an active teammate who shares control with automation [24]. The authors in [11, 12] state that human workers prefer to give robots higher control authority in scheduling tasks. As such, trust plays a substantial role in deciding the outcome of these interactions. While automation is designed to assist humans to accomplish tasks effectively, various studies have shown that humans tend to either overuse or disuse automation in several situations, both of which can be disadvantageous.

Trust is defined as an "attitude that an agent (automation or another person) will help achieve an individual's goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability" [21]. Trust between humans is different from human-automation trust as humans perceive automated systems to be more credible and are hence much more sensitive to errors made by automation [8, 41]. Human-robot trust is also different from human-automation trust. Robots are perceived to have a degree of self-governance, which enables them to respond to situations not pre-programmed or anticipated in the design in contrast to automation, which is perceived to be pre-programmed. Therefore, the role of trust in human robot interactions is more complex and difficult to understand [23].

Hancock et al. classify factors impacting trust in HRI as robot-related (performance-based, attribute-based), human-related (ability, human characteristic), and environmental (team collaboration and task-based factors) [14]. Studies in the past have shown that anthropomorphism affects trust favorably in automation [40] and robots [9, 27, 37]. User’s perceptions have been shown to vary with physical and virtual robots [1, 13, 30] and user’s trust is dependent on several other quantities, such as user experience [43] and task performance [5, 32]. However, these studies consider these factors independently. Thus, the novel contributions of this study to HRI research are two-fold: To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform an integrated study on trust involving multiple robot attributes (i.e., perceived anthropomorphism, physical and virtual nature of robots, and behavior of robots) at once (See Figure 1). This study will aid us in understanding the interdependence of these factors, and which factors have a greater impact on trust under different conditions. We are also the first to study trust across various robots in both embodied and virtual settings. Prior work usually involves a combination of one robot, software agents, and humans [30] or multiple virtual robots [31]. By utilizing multiple robots with careful design of gestures, we aim to understand how the robot and perceived anthropomorphism are correlated and which factors play a dominant role in determining trust.

Secondly, this study also aims at understanding how different forms of feedback affect trust and compliance with an autonomous
Figure 1: Comparison of prior work on trust in HRI.

agent. As human errors due to over-compliance or under-reliance with an autonomous agent have led to adverse outcomes in the past, we seek to understand how to mitigate these errors in the context of HRI by analyzing how people react to different kinds of feedback from robots. In [5], M. Desai et al. studied how non-semantic and semantic feedback using lights and emotions respectively as confidence indicators for system reliability can affect real-time trust. Here, we seek to comprehend how different forms of feedback - apologetic (the agent apologizes after making a mistake), accountable (holds the human liable for the error), and indifferent (does not provide any feedback on whose side the error was committed) - can impact overall trust and inappropriate compliance and inappropriate reliance on the agent. We use both verbal (Pepper, Sawyer, and Nao) and non-verbal (Kuri) styles of feedback with different gestures to convey this. To analyze how people’s trust in an agent will change if they have prior knowledge of the robot behavior, we added a coalition-building preamble. Under this condition, the agent confesses to the subject whether it is prone to making errors at the start of the study. On performing repeated measures ANOVA (rANOVA) on a linear-mixed effects model, we find evidence supporting that perceived anthropomorphism (p<0.001) rather than the robot’s form factor as the key contributor in assessing subject’s trust. We also find statistical significance between different behaviors of robots.

2 RELATED WORK

There has been an increasing interest in trust-based user studies in HRI over recent years. As automation and robots have become ubiquitous, appropriate trust in these confidantes plays a vital role in establishing how we interact and accomplish our tasks effectively. Trust in HRI has been studied under various contexts in the past. In the field of healthcare, Combolay et al. analyze how robotic assistants can be effectively employed to assist nurses in patient care [13]. [18, 20, 42] examine trust between humans and a robot therapist providing rehabilitative interventions. Robinette et al. explore trust in a time-critical setting by examining people’s compliance with the robot in an emergency evacuation [32]. There have been several studies related to human-robot trust in a social context as well. The authors in [17] explore the factors that affect robot recommendation systems, primarily testing preference elicitation of the agent. In [16], a user study was conducted to analyze how people react to positive and negative comments directed at them by a robot barista. [25] talks about how expressive ability and vulnerability of robots can affect trust. Sebo et al. discuss trust violation versus trust repair strategies in the context of a competitive game between the human and the robot [34].

To understand trust in robots, we must first look into the factors that affect trust. One significant factor in establishing trust between humans and robots is the perceived anthropomorphism of the agent. Anthropomorphism refers to the attribution of a human form, human characteristics, or human behavior to nonhuman things such as robots, computers, and animals [2]. Prior work has shown that increased anthropomorphism of a robot or a software agent leads to a more positive interaction experience [7, 29]. Anthropomorphism has also been shown to increase the user’s empathy toward the robot [31]. Studies have shown that apart from the physical attributes of a robot, gender, and its voice also affects anthropomorphism [9]. Further, [26] reports that the gaze of a robot (i.e., whether or not the agent maintains eye-contact with the human) can also affect the perceived anthropomorphism. Another significant factor influencing trust and the overall quality of interaction between humans and robots is the physical presence of robots. Embodied robots have been proven to have stronger influence on user performance over virtual robots and also improve the quality of interaction as perceived by the user [1, 13, 30, 39].

From experience, we know that automation is not always perfect and relying too much or too little on automation may be catastrophic depending on the situation. For instance, the Aviation Safety Reporting System contains multiple reports from pilots associating failures to excessive trust in the autopilot system [28]. Errors committed while relying on an artificial agent can be categorized as Type I or Type II errors. Type I error refers to over-compliance or accepting low-quality advice from an agent. Type II error refers to under-reliance or rejecting high-quality advice from the agent [6]. Both naive and expert users have committed such errors. Past works [21, 35] have shown that such errors can be mitigated by including operator accountability. Studies on human social psychology [22] state that trust is a dynamic process and thus it is critical to understand how user’s trust and dependence on the agent varies, especially when they encounter errors. Several prior works have explored this issue. Salem et al. study whether participants follow instructions given by a faulty robot in a home environment [33]. Desai et al.’s work demonstrates the effect of changing reliability on trust with different feedback [5]. [32] evaluates user compliance with a robot with varying performance while providing guidance. [4] demonstrates how human-robot teams can achieve high performance even with imperfect automation. Further, works such as [3, 15] show how robot appearance affects user compliance.
In this study, we seek to understand the relationships between various significant factors on trust in HRI as pointed out by previous studies, while trying to mitigate errors due to inappropriate reliance and inappropriate reliance.

3 METHODOLOGY

We conducted a four (robot type) by four (behaviors) by two (robot presence) by two (cooperation-building phase) mixed-design experiment to analyze the relationships between trust, inappropriate reliance, inappropriate compliance, anthropomorphism, and behaviors of agents. Robot type and cooperation-building phase are between-subjects factors. Robotic presence and behavior are within-subject factors. Levels of each factor are explained below.

3.1 Experiment Conditions

3.1.1 Robot Type. As our primary interest is in studying how a user's perceived anthropomorphism of robots affects trust, we employed four robots with different physical attributes and varying abilities to express and communicate with users. Since each user is not exposed to all the robots, the robot-type is a between-subjects variable with four levels. The robots used in this study are:

- **Pepper**: Pepper is a humanoid robot from Softbank Robotics, about four feet tall and is capable of recognizing human faces. Pepper is the most expressive robot used in this study, having the ability to perform a variety of complex gestures with its head, hands, and upper torso, along with voice modulation while maintaining eye-contact with the user.

- **Nao**: Nao is another humanoid robot from Softbank Robotics. Physically, Nao is a much smaller robot (58cm tall) and is more agile than Pepper. Although Nao has many similar capabilities as Pepper, we restricted some abilities, such as recognizing human faces, and focused more on overall body movement for expressing feedback to the users.

- **Sawyer**: Sawyer is an industrial robot arm from Rethink Robotics with seven degrees of freedom. Being an industrial arm, Sawyer can play back different trajectories with high precision but its movements are more rigid as compared to a humanoid. Sawyer also comes with a display, which is used to portray different emotions while providing feedback.

- **Kuri**: Kuri is a home robot from Mayfield Robotics. For this study, we used Kuri to make different sounds, head movements, and lights to communicate feedback to the users.

3.1.2 Behavior. The behavior of the agent determines the type of advice and feedback that will be given to the user. Based on advice, the agents can be classified as correct or incorrect. The correct agent will always give the user good advice. The incorrect agents are designed to give correct advice only 50% of the time in a random manner. For this study, we employed three types of incorrect agents - Apologetic, Accountable, and Indifferent. For each agent, the user may choose to accept or reject the agent's advice. The user can get the right answer by either accepting good advice or by rejecting any agent's (correct or incorrect) advice and manually choosing the right answer. The user will get the wrong answer by either accepting bad advice from incorrect agents or by rejecting any agent's (correct or incorrect) advice and manually choosing the wrong answer. The types of feedback given by the different agents are listed below:

- **Correct**: Although, the correct agent always provides good advice, the user may still get the wrong answer by choosing not to comply with the agent. This agent's feedback simply mentions if the user got the answer right or wrong.

- **Apologetic**: The agent will apologize to the user for giving incorrect advice if the user accepts the bad advice or if the user rejects the bad advice and gets the right answer.

- **Accountable**: If the user accepts incorrect advice, the agent will point out to the user for not verifying its advice.

- **Indifferent**: The agent only mentions if the user's selection was correct or incorrect. The agent does not comment on whether it's advice was correct or incorrect.

Every subject is exposed to four behaviors (within-subjects variable with four levels) for a robot, starting with a correct agent (correct_1), in order to establish the baseline for that robot. They are then exposed to the three incorrect agents and another correct agent (correct_2) in a random order. Correct_2 is encountered after the user has interacted at least once with an incorrect agent. This is done to see how the user's initial perception of trust on the correct agent changes. The responses of each agent for different
scenarios are summarized in Table 1 (R indicates the user got the right answer and W indicates the user got the wrong answer after rejecting the agent’s advice. Note that, upon rejecting an agent’s advice and getting the wrong answer, the response of the agent is always ‘Incorrect. Better luck next time’ and does not reflect the behavior of the agent as the user is at fault.)

3.1.3 Robot Presence. Various works [1, 13, 30, 39] have shown how the physical presence of robots on subject’s trust, each subject was exposed to one embodied robot and one virtual robot (within-subject variable with two levels), each portraying two correct and three incorrect behaviors during the course of our study. In case of embodied robots, the robot is placed at a short distance from the user as shown in Fig 2. For virtual robots, pre-recorded videos of gestures accompanied by Google Text-To-Speech (TTS) is used as shown in Fig 4). The two robots for each participant were chosen at random without replacement and only half of the subjects were exposed to virtual robots first.

3.1.4 Coalition building pairwise. A coalition-building pairwise was introduced in the latter half of the study, where the agents confess to the users if they are prone to making errors before the game starts. Since only half of the subjects were exposed to this condition, it is a between-subjects variable with two levels.

![Figure 4: Game layout featuring Nao as the virtual agent.](image)

3.2 Experiment Design

We designed an online, interactive math quiz, where a robot helps users by giving hints to solve complex arithmetic problems in a limited amount of time. The questions are designed to be involved so that the subject has to rely on the agent’s recommendation. We opted for the math quiz as our test environment to create a scenario where people are required to reason under time pressure while relying on an autonomous agent, analogous to many real-world situations in military or healthcare. In this study, each user is exposed to one virtual and one embodied robot, exhibiting different behaviors. Each behavior of a robot (embodied or virtual) is considered as a different agent. The game consists of 10 questions per agent. Each question has four options and a hint pop-up that is presented by the agent. At first, the choices are hidden from the user. Once the agent finishes speaking, the user can choose to accept or reject the hint. After this decision is made, the hint disappears, and the choices are revealed to the user. If the user accepts the hint, the game proceeds by selecting the option that matches the agent’s hint. If the user rejects the hint, then the user must manually choose an option that they think is correct. Based on the behavior, the agent may give correct or incorrect hints. The user has 15 seconds to answer once the agent finishes speaking and will earn points based on how quickly they answer. We chose this time limit after conducting a pilot study and calculating the average time spent on each question by participants. After the user answers the question, the agent will comment on the user’s selection.

The scoring pattern is as follows:

- For every correct answer, the user scores 20 points + time left on the clock.
- For every wrong answer, the user scores -20 points + time left on the clock.
- If the user runs out of time, then -30 points will be awarded.

The penalty on time running out is higher, so as to compel the users to make a decision. Furthermore, the user gains more points if they choose to accept the agent’s correct suggestion rather than rejecting and choosing the option that matches with the agent’s suggestion as the latter takes more time. Please refer to this link (http://tiny.cc/ixfrdxb) for a demonstration of the game and a brief explanation of the context of our study.

3.2.1 Setup. The participants were seated at a table in front of a monitor. In case of interactions with embodied agents, the robot was placed close to the monitor and the robot points to the screen whenever it is speaking. (See Figure 2). The smaller robots were placed on the table, and the larger robots were placed on the ground, next to the monitor. The monitor and the robots were placed a few feet away from the participant to avoid any physical contact with the robots and to ensure that both the robot and the monitor were within the field of view of the participant.

3.2.2 Design of Gestures and Responses for Robots. Each of the robot’s gestures was designed to be strikingly different based on the abilities of the robot while ensuring that the robot conveyed the right emotion to the user. We consulted multiple focus groups on designing the gestures and responses for each behavior for all the robots. We first explained the context of our study and what each agent has to convey to each group. They were then asked to provide suggestions for different gestures and responses. After conducting an initial survey to decide the responses, we compiled multiple gestures for each robot and asked the focus groups to vote for the gesture that was closest to the response to be conveyed. We used these results to generate different gestures for the robots. The responses for different behaviors are summarized in Table 1.

3.3 Measures

Trust – Trust in automation and robots is a measurable attitude and is best determined using self-reported psychometric tests such as questionnaires [23]. In this study, trust was assessed using a 7-point Likert scale questionnaire adapted from [19], administered to the subjects at the end of each agent.

Perceived Anthropomorphism – The subject’s perceived anthropomorphism of a robot agent was assessed using a 9-point semantic
Table 1: Response of different agents (R and W indicate user got the right or wrong answer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advice Quality</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>User Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Correct. Well Done!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Correct. Well done!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Apologetic</td>
<td>Incorrect. Oops! I'm sorry I made a mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Correct. Sorry I got that wrong.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accountable</td>
<td>Gotcha! You did not verify my hint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Correct. You got me!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Incorrect. Better luck next time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: Correct. Well done!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continuum adapted from the anthropomorphism Godspeed questionnaire in [2]. The responses for each agent were stored as numeric values, 1 indicating less anthropomorphic and 9 indicating highly anthropomorphic. The aggregate of this survey is used as the metric for user’s perceived anthropomorphism of an agent.

User’s automation bias – The subject’s bias on automation is measured using a 7-point Likert scale adapted from [36]. This survey is administered to each participant once at the start of the game and is used as a regressor later in our analysis for trust.

Inappropriate Compliance and Reliance – Objective measures of compliance and reliance were measured based on the participant’s decision to “accept” or “reject” the agent’s advice. Inappropriate compliance refers to the number of times, each subject accepts low quality advice from an agent, whereas inappropriate reliance refers to the number of times a subject rejects high quality advice.

3.4 Hypotheses

H1 The perceived anthropomorphism of an agent will have a positive correlation with the user’s trust. Multiple studies in the past have shown that the anthropomorphism of an agent elicits a positive response from the subjects [7, 10]. Thus, we hypothesize that increased perception of anthropomorphism of an agent by users will lead to an increase in compliance with the agent’s recommendations and overall trust in the agent.

H2 Trust in an agent is directly dependent on its behavior as behavior determines the performance of the agent and the nature of feedback given to the user. Task performance has proven to be a significant factor in contributing towards trust in automation [40] and robots [32, 33, 38]. Since the quality of suggestions provided by the agent is governed by its behavior, we hypothesize that it will have a significant influence on overall trust in the agent.

H3 Behavior of embodied agents will have a greater influence on the user’s trust than their virtual counterpart. The physical presence of a robot is perceived to be more compelling and previous works [1, 13, 30] have proven that user’s compliance is higher for embodied agents. Thus, we hypothesize that the embodied agent would have a higher influence on trust and be perceived to be more anthropomorphic than their virtual counterparts.

H4 Rate of inappropriate compliance with and reliance on an agent’s advice is dependent on the previous behaviors that were encountered. We hypothesize that the participant’s choice to consent with or decline the agent’s advice as well as the time taken to arrive at this decision will be influenced by the behavior of the last agent that the user interacted with.

H5 Introducing a coalition-building preface stating whether or not the agent is prone to making mistakes will increase trust in the agent. We hypothesize that introducing a coalition-building preface will modify the subjects’ expectations of the agent, thereby increasing trust in the agent while being wary of the agent’s advice.

3.5 Procedure

Prior to the start of the study, we obtained approval for human subject experimentation from the Georgia Tech Institutional Review Board. We recruited 75 participants ranged in age 18 to 58 (Mean age: 25.298, SD: 8.475, 51.47% Female) through university mailing lists and flyers around the university campus. The participants were asked to fill out a consent form at the start of the study. After signing the consent form, the participants were briefed on what is expected of them during the course of the study. The participants were then led to an online survey for collecting demographics (age and gender) and their bias towards automation in different environments using a 7-point Likert Scale, taken from [36]. This data is considered as the user’s initial tech bias and is used as a regressor for our analysis on trust. The game begins after the completion of the survey. The subjects are first led to an instructions page and then they are exposed to a series of five embodied and five virtual agents, trying to help them through an arithmetic quiz. After the completion of each agent, the participants filled out a questionnaire on trust and anthropomorphism of the current agent. Additionally, the participants were allowed a small break between physical and virtual agents. At the end of all agents, the participants total score was displayed to them and they were debriefed on the purpose of the study. All subjects were compensated with $5 Amazon gift card for their participation in the study.

4 RESULTS

Statistical assessments of all our hypotheses are reported here. All our statistical analysis were performed using libraries in R. For our analysis, we considered data of 72 subjects, with each subject encountering 10 agents, thus a total of 720 data points. Data from three subjects were discarded due to loss of network connectivity and a hardware issue - one of the robots shut down unexpectedly during the study. We conducted an omnibus ANOVA
to evaluate our hypotheses H1 - H3. We consider a linear mixed-effects model with random effects (subject id is considered as a random effect as each subject is a random sample of the entire population). The dependent variable is trust and the independent variables are anthropomorphism, overall acceptance rate, behavior (five levels as correct_1 and correct_2 are considered as separate levels), subject performance and robot presence (two levels), robot type (four levels), user’s attention bias, gender (two levels) and age of the subject. Prior to performing the ANOVA, we test if the model conforms to the assumptions of ANOVA. Hypotheses H4 and H5 were evaluated using non-parametric methods as they failed to satisfy the same. The significance level $\alpha$ is set at 0.05 for all our analyses.

### 4.1 Analysis of H1: Trust - Anthropomorphism

We used Cronbach’s alpha to test for internal consistency on both the anthropomorphism and trust questionnaires and obtained standardized $\alpha$ as 0.8326 and 0.957 respectively, indicating high consistency. We examine the relationship between trust and anthropomorphism using the omnibus ANOVA. We first verified that the model satisfied the assumptions of ANOVA using Shapiro-Wilk’s for normality of residuals assumption ($p=0.2292$) and Levene’s Test for homoscedasticity ($p=0.7613$) by factoring in all the categorical variables (robot type, behavior, robot presence, and subject’s gender).

Results from repeated measures ANOVA (rANOVA) show high statistical significance for perceived anthropomorphism ($p<0.001$, $F(1,720)=17.6276$). Further, we obtained a positive coefficient (0.29335) for anthropomorphism from the above model, indicating that trust and anthropomorphism are positively correlated.

**H1 inference:** Our tests show evidence that the perceived anthropomorphism of an agent is positively correlated with trust, rejecting the null hypothesis. This result is in agreement with past works. However, it is interesting to note that the robot type was also considered in the above model for trust but it did not turn out to be a significant factor. This implies that the perceived anthropomorphism of an agent rather than the robot form factor is the key contributor in assessing user’s trust.

### 4.2 Analysis of H2: Trust and Behavior

Behavior is considered as a categorical variable with five levels - indifferent, apologetic, accountable, correct agent encountered first (correct_1) and correct agent encountered second (correct_2), i.e., after the user encounters at least one incorrect agent. The distribution of trust across different behaviors is shown as box plots in Figure 5. The correct behaviors - correct_1 ($M = 55$) and correct_2 ($M = 54$) had the highest values for trust, followed by apologetic ($M = 33$), indifferent ($M = 25.5$) and accountable ($M = 24$), where $M$ indicates the median values. On performing a rANOVA on the omnibus model, we find behavior to be a statistically significant factor ($p<0.001$, $F(4,670)=73.5384$).

Post-hoc analysis was performed using Tukey-HSD for pairwise behavior comparisons. As anticipated, we did not see statistical significance between the two correct behaviors. We also did not observe significance between indifferent and accountable. The results for pairwise behaviors are summarized in Table 2.

**H2 inference:** Our test results provide strong evidence supporting H2, i.e., behavior of the agent plays a significant role in affecting user’s trust, thus rejecting the null hypothesis. From pairwise comparisons between behaviors, we find significance not only between correct and incorrect behaviors, but also between different
incorrect behaviors—indifferent and apologetic, accountable and apologetic. Since the rate of low quality recommendations given by all the incorrect agents is the same (50%), this result shows the type of agent feedback plays a significant role in affecting users’ trust.

4.3 Analysis of H3: Trust and Robot Presence
To evaluate the effect of physical presence of a robot on trust and anthropomorphism, we considered the robot presence as a categorical variable with 2 categories: embodied or virtual. Results from rANOVA did not show robot presence to be a significant factor. We also tested if robot presence contributed to perceived anthropomorphism on the same omnibus model, with anthropomorphism as the dependent variable instead. We used Kruskal-Wallis to evaluate this model as it failed to satisfy ANOVA assumptions. Robot presence did not show significance for perceived anthropomorphism as well.

H3 Inference: As our tests could not prove statistical significance for robot presence on trust and anthropomorphism, we do not reject the null hypothesis for H3. This result maybe due to the lack of physical interaction between the robot and user; the robot was kept at a fixed distance away from the user.

4.4 Analysis of H4: Reliance and Compliance
To evaluate the dependence of inappropriate compliance and inappropriate reliance on the previous agent’s behavior, we consider two linear mixed effects models with dependent variables as rate of inappropriate compliance and rate of inappropriate reliance respectively. For inappropriate compliance (accepting bad advice), we only consider the subset of data where the subjects interacted with incorrect agents (since the correct agents always give good advice, inappropriate compliance will always be 0 for the same). We consider a linear mixed effects model with independent variables—robot type (four levels), robot presence (two levels), anthropomorphism, current agent’s behavior (three levels—indifferent, apologetic and accountable), previous agent’s behavior (four levels—correct and three incorrect behaviors), age, user performance and interaction effects between robot type and current behavior, robot type and robot presence. Since we are only considering the subset of incorrect agents, the current behavior can be either indifferent, apologetic or accountable (three categories), whereas the previous behavior variable also includes correct behaviors (four categories). We confirm that this model adheres to the assumptions of ANOVA by Shapiro-Wilk’s Normality test (p = 0.6518) and Levene’s test for homoscedasticity of the categorical variables (p = 0.7167). An rANOVA showed statistical significance for previous behavior (p < 0.001, F(4, 670) = 4.860626). We then performed post-hoc analysis using Tukey-HSD for pairwise behavior comparisons and found significance between accountable and correct (p = 0.0232).

For inappropriate reliance (rejecting good advice), we consider the entire dataset as users can reject good advice from correct agents as well. We use the same set of independent variables for evaluating in inappropriate reliance. However, this model fails the normality assumption of ANOVA. Thus, we resort to Kruskal-Wallis which shows close to significance for previous behavior (p = 0.06488).

H4 Inference: We find strong statistical significance in the case of inappropriate compliance with ANOVA for previous behavior, whereas we get close to significance for inappropriate reliance. We note that the previous behavior transpired to be significant irrespective of the current behavior (not significant) for inappropriate compliance analysis. Table 3 shows the rate of acceptance/rejection rates based on previous behavior that was encountered. We observe the Type I and Type II errors were highest if the last agent encountered was correct and the lowest, if the last encountered agent was accountable. Thus, subjects tend to be more careful after exposure to an agent that holds them liable for their mistakes.

4.5 Analysis of H5: Coalition-Building
For coalition-building, we used three of the four robots as Kuri does not speak. For the analysis of H5, we chose a linear model with trust as dependent variable and coalition prefix (two levels—yes or no), behavior (four levels), robot type (three levels—excluding Kuri), anthropomorphism as independent variables. Since this model failed the homoscedasticity assumption for ANOVA, we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>User Response</th>
<th>Accept</th>
<th>Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advice Quality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>1010 (83.47%)</td>
<td>228 (18.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>672 (55.53%)</td>
<td>537 (44.38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indifferent</th>
<th>User Response</th>
<th>Accept</th>
<th>Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advice Quality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>289 (88.923%)</td>
<td>45 (13.846%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>158 (46.615%)</td>
<td>167 (51.38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accountable</th>
<th>User Response</th>
<th>Accept</th>
<th>Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advice Quality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>210 (87.5%)</td>
<td>25 (10.4166%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>108 (45%)</td>
<td>132 (55%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apologetic</th>
<th>User Response</th>
<th>Accept</th>
<th>Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advice Quality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>329 (85.454%)</td>
<td>67 (17.402%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>205 (53.246%)</td>
<td>179 (46.493%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Confusion Matrices for good and bad advice based on previous behavior of the agent.

![Figure 7](image.png)

Figure 7: Change in trust before and after the coalition-building prefix. Figure 7a depicts this change across robots. Figure 7b depicts this change across behaviors.
Table 4: Power and effect of size analysis. * and † denote within- and between-subjects, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LV.</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>D.V.</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Anthrop.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Behavior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72*</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Robot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inapprop. Compliance</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inapprop. Reliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Previous</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inapprop. Compliance</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inapprop. Reliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 Coalition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36†</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>0.0534</td>
<td>0.0732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performed a non-parametric test namely, Kruskal-Wallis to see if coalition-building affects trust. We obtained statistical significance for coalition-building only in the case of accountable agent ($\chi^2 = 7.6836$, $p=0.00571$).

**H5 Inference:** From our statistical analysis, we do not have sufficient evidence to show that the coalition-building preface is statistically significant for overall trust on all behaviors. However, we obtain significance only in the case of accountable agent.

### 4.6 Interaction Effects

One of the most important contributions of this paper is to understand the interaction effects between various factors in influencing trust in HRI. We first examine the effect of all our experiment conditions on trust, when considered concurrently. We consider performing one-way ANOVA with trust as dependent variable and a four-way interaction effect between all the conditions of our study (behavior, robot type, robot presence and coalition-building preface). We first verify the normality of residuals for this model using Shapiro-Wilk’s ($p=0.1877$) and homoscedasticity using Levene’s ($p=0.8143$). Results from one-way ANOVA show statistical significance for behavior ($p<0.001$) and the interaction effect between robot type and robot presence ($p=0.001$). While behavior was already shown to be a significant factor for trust in analysis of H1, the latter is an interesting outcome, as the factors - robot type and robot presence when separated was not significant.

### 5 DISCUSSIONS

We conducted an omnibus ANOVA for the analysis of H1 - H3. For H4, we used two linear mixed effect models to evaluate inappropriate compliance and inappropriate reliance. Power analysis and the effect sizes for these models with the number of participants in each category are reported in Table 4. From our statistical analyses, we find sufficient evidence to support H1, i.e. an agent's perceived anthropomorphism affects trust in that agent, whereas robot presence or robot type is not a significant factor. Perceived anthropomorphism was highest for Pepper and least for Sawyer.

We also find strong evidence supporting H2, i.e. trust is directly influenced by the behavior of the agent. Pairwise comparisons indicate high significance for comparisons between correct and incorrect agents and also between incorrect agents (except between indifferent and accountable), which indicates that feedback plays a vital role in establishing trust. We fail to reject the null hypothesis in H3 as we could not establish robot presence to be a significant factor in the analysis of user's trust and perceived anthropomorphism of the agent in the context of our study. We note that the omnibus model used for H1-H3 has large effect size and $\beta = 0.99$, which indicates that there are sufficient data samples and there is less than 0.01 chance of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis.

Inappropriate compliance is strongly dependent on the previous behavior ($p<0.05$) as this tends to bias the user to accepting or rejecting advice as shown from rANOVA. However, we fail to show statistical significance for inappropriate reliance and coalition condition. Further, small effect sizes for these models show that we must collect additional data to draw conclusions.

### 6 LIMITATIONS

- **Difference in Virtual and Physical Agents**: Voice of all virtual agents are the same, whereas the physical agents have different voices. This is because we had to rely on using Google Text-to-Speech (TTS) online for all virtual agents. We could not use pre-recorded voices of physical agents for their virtual counterparts due to the dynamic nature of the game, i.e. each question is generated randomly and hence we cannot record voices ahead of time to match the question.
- **Hardware issues**: The robot Pepper’s right arm would not respond at times, missing pointing to the hint on the screen.
- **Google TTS sometimes stops responding during the game**: In that case, the subject was made to restart the game only for that particular agent.
- **To avoid potential cohort effects**, the best practice would be to randomize the coalition condition.
- **User’s familiarity with certain robots may add bias in trust over other robots**.

### 7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted a 4x4x2x2 human-participants experiment to examine how people’s trust and dependence on robot teammates providing decision support varies as a function of anthropomorphism, robot behavior, its physical presence, and a coalition-building mechanism. Our study provides a valuable, novel contribution to the field by examining multiple attributes at once, uniquely enabling us to perform multi-way comparisons between different attributes on trust and compliance with the agent. Our results show that behavior and anthropomorphism of the agent are the most significant factors in predicting the trust and compliance with the robot. We also observe interaction effects between factors robot type and robot presence to be significant. Furthermore, adding a coalition-building preface leads to an increase in trust for specific behaviors of the agent.
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